Photographs and Postcards
Many photographs and postcards were added to the 1935 City Hall Time Capsule.
Some are photos of City officials, business owners, local celebrities and just general
folks. The postcards are of Taylor buildings, street scenes, and city departments.
These photos and cards have held up remarkably well during their encapsulation.
Most of the photographs have been inscribed on the back, some showing a sense of
humor or just general observation. When appropriate, the front and back of photos and
cards are arranged side by side. All these wonderful images provide a snapshot of life
back in the 1930’s and earlier.

Photos of O.W. Davis
Mr. O.W. Davis was the Taylor City Manager in 1935. He ran a cotton business before
becoming a city official. He included photos of his business, himself and his family.
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The American Café
This dining establishment was located at 319 North Main Street in Taylor. Mr. and Mrs.
Kovar were the owners and operators. It was a very popular establishment and
continued service in Taylor for many, many years. Members of the Kovar family still
reside in Taylor. The time capsule contained an American Café envelope, a flier from
the café commemorating the date, and a photograph of both Lillie Kovar and Harry
Kovar. Included here is a copy of an article from the Taylor Daily Press, Nov. 23, 1956
about the history of the American Café, found in the Taylor Public Library Archives.
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Lillie Kovar

Harry Kovar

Wrestler Pet Brown
Wrestling back in the early part of the 1900’s was not the flamboyant show that it
became in the late 1900’s and early 2000’s. This was a competitive sport of athletes,
one of whom was hometown boy Pet Brown. Folks would travel far to watch Brown
wrestle. In an envelope from A.A. Reno was a photograph of Brown, inscribed on the
back: “Pet Brown – greatest wrestler on earth” and an article on Brown’s unfortunate
death.
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Thrall Oil Well
There were two short-lived oil booms in the Thrall area, one in 1910’s and the next in
the 1930’s. There was much excitement, but in both instances the oil field proved
shallow and the yield was disappointingly small. Included in the time capsule was a
large photograph of an oil well on fire, with a description typed on the back of the
photograph.
For whatever reason, the photograph of the oil well fire was itself damaged by heat,
ironically, which likely occurred when the copper box of the time capsule was welded
closed.
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Mr. Marvin Bugg & the Bowery Ball
A social event called the Bowery Ball was held at the Taylor Country Club on November
27, 1934. Research yielded a short notice of the affair in the November 16, 1934 Taylor
Daily Press.
One of the attendees, young Mr. Marvin Bugg commemorated his attendance with a
photograph of himself decked out in his finery. On the reverse of the photograph was
Mr. Bugg’s commentary to future readers.
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The Reno Twins
A.A. Reno was a Taylor Fireman and a major contributor to the 1935 time capsule. He
added a photograph of his twin boys Earl and Merle, who happened to be born in the
1905 City Hall. Identification and a newspaper clipping were added to the back of the
photo of the twins. Thankfully, the twins are clearly named, lest there be confusion.
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1893 Taylor Fire Fighters
This photograph is from 1893, showing Taylor firemen, their station and equipment.
This photograph is courtesy of A.A. Reno. On the reverse of the photo is written the
names of the firefighters. The photo is rather worn and in pretty awful condition.
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Postcards
A collection of postcards were added to the items in the 1935 time capsule. Some of
these have captions or information inscribed on the back.

This postcard shows a parade held in 1912.

This postcard shows the 1905 City Hall.
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This postcard shows the Taylor Fire Station, on the back of the 1905 City Hall. Note the
identification of people handwritten on the back of the card in pencil.
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Another postcard of the Taylor Fire Station, with a wagon decorated for a parade.
Again, subjects have been named on the back of the card in pencil.
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This linen postcard from the 1930’s was donated by young Arthur E. Ake, 9 years and 9
months old. This important information has been written on the back of the card in blue
ink, likely by the donor.
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Programs and Invitations
There was a busy social life to be had in Taylor and Williamson County. Many social
events were held by local civic clubs, fraternal organizations and church groups.
Included in the 1935 Time Capsule are invitations to dances, show bills, programs for
celebrations, dedications, and other events. These serve to show how much was going
on in Taylor just prior to the sealing of the time capsule.

Jubilee Celebration of St. James’ Parish
Church membership was very important to Taylorites. Prominent men and women in the
community belonged to different church auxiliary organizations, providing services to
the poor and those in need.
To mark the 50th Year Anniversary of Saint James Episcopal Church, still located on the
corner of Davis and 7th Street in Taylor, a Jubilee Celebration was held. There were
special speakers, guests and music.

Front page

Back page
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Interior pages

The Knights of Columbus
There has been a chapter of the Knights of
Columbus in Taylor for a very long time. The
organization appears in the 1910 City Directory of
Taylor, the oldest such listing in the Taylor Public
Library Archives Collection.
The Knights of Columbus is a worldwide charitable
organization which started in 1882 in New Haven,
Connecticut, by Catholic priest Father Michael J.
McGivney. It was a fraternal benefit society,
auxiliary to the Catholic Church.
In Taylor, the Knights of Columbus engaged in
benevolent work in the community. Organized as
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chartered councils, the Knights of Columbus had a strong presence in Texas. There
were statewide annual conventions of the Texas Knights of Columbus in different
locations around the Texas. At the 1934 convention in Austin, the city of Taylor was
selected for the site of the 1935 convention. This was quite an honor for Taylor. The
banquet program for the 32nd Annual State Convention of the Knights of Columbus, held
May 21-23, was included in the time capsule.
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St. Mary’s School Dedication
In April of 1933 the St. Mary’s Catholic Church opened a parochial school, located
behind the church. This program contains 49 white pages inside, but was not scanned
in its entirety due to fear of damage. The program contains local advertising, history of
the parish, listing of parish families, Catholic history, message on education from Pope
Pius XI, etc. The event made headline news in the Taylor Daily Press newspaper.
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Wednesday Music Club
Organized in November of 1912, this organization is one of the more culturally minded
clubs in Taylor. This booklet includes the programs, events and club actions taken by
the organization in the year.
The organization met “semi-monthly” and raised money to purchase pianos for local
schools. The club met in churches or in member homes about twice a month, and was
responsible for musical elements of different city celebrations or special events. It
should be noted that Miss Mary Moody, sister to Governor Dan Moody, was a member
of this club.
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St. Patrick’s Day Play
This was a regular school play done at St. Mary’s School. For 1935 the annual St.
Patrick's Day Play was "Safety First: An America Farce-Comedy in Three Acts" by
Sheldon Parmer. The play was held on Monday March 18, 1935, 8 p. m., at St. Mary's
School Auditorium. A folded program with list of characters, between acts
entertainment, the plot and listing of the director and crew was included in the time
capsule.
This really was an annual play—previous and following years of the Taylor Daily Press
show a schedule for the St. Mary’s annual play, but the plays themselves are different
each year.

Front page

Back page
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Football Program
Football had a loyal fan base back in the 1930’s. It was a lot harder to see the games,
though, as it took much longer to drive to the field or stadium. With no television
coverage and limited radio broadcasts, football games were best enjoyed in person.
Die-hard fans would brave the poor roads to see their team in action.
Southwestern University in Georgetown is the closest university to Taylor and its
activities and news were regularly covered in the Taylor Daily Press. This Methodist
university was founded in 1872 and is one of the oldest universities in Texas. SWU has
been playing intercollegiate football since 1905, but disbanded their program in 1950
due to budget constraints. In 2013 the football program was resumed. Their sports
mascot is the Pirates.
Why the mascot name of Pirates? According to the Nov. 14, 1916 student newspaper,
their football team had won “a glorious victory of Texas Christian University.” In
celebration, the men of SWU re-enacted a pirate raid—“stealing the young ladies from
the Annex” all in fun and silliness, thus christening the football team as the Pirates.
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Play Show Bill
Included was the show bill for Taylor Little Theatre’s Third Production of "The Drunkard,
or the Fallen Saved” The World Famous Melodrama by Mr. W.N. Smith. The play ran
from May 13 through May 15, 1935. Please note: “babes in arms not admitted.” On the
show bill was the cast, scenes and producing staff with lots of local advertising.
W.H. Smith's 1844 play "The Drunkard" is a seminal work in American social and
theatrical history. It was the nation's most popular drama until the advent of "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," and it is generally credited as having given a significant boost to the
growing temperance movement, which culminated in the 1920 enactment of Prohibition.
The Story: The plot is highly melodramatic, showing the dangers of drink. Young,
goodhearted Edward Middleton is lured down the pathways of alcoholic vice by the evil
Squire Cribbs, who hated the boy's father and so is seeking revenge on the son.
Edward marries the pure Mary Wilson, who lives with her aged mother in a rented
cottage on Edward's newly inherited property, saving the women from eviction by
Cribbs. Pretending friendship, Cribbs introduces Edward to the joys of brandy. After a
couple of drinks, the lad becomes a raging alcoholic and make his wife's and daughter's
lives a misery. In shame, Edward flees his home for New York City, where Cribbs
continues to steer him on a downward spiral until Arden Rencelaw, a reformed alcoholic
turned do-gooder, steps in. Rencelaw saves Edward with a snap of his fingers; then,
together, they go about Cribbs' undoing. Good prevails and evil (in way of drink) is
defeated.
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Dance Invitations
Dances were very popular, with live bands appealing to adults of all ages. And, of
course, the high school students.
Included in the 1935 time capsule was an envelope that contained three dance
invitations. The front and interior of each invitation is shown side by side.
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